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Abstra t
We provide a detailed analysis of very weak fragments of modal logi .
Our fragments la k onne tives that introdu e non-determinism and
they feature restri tions on the modal operators, whi h may lead to
substantial redu tions in omplexity. Our main result is a general
game-based hara terization of the expressive power of our fragments
over the lass of nite stru tures.
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Introdu tion

The sear h for omputationally well-behaved fragments of lassi al languages su h as rst-order and se ond-order logi has a long history. Early
in the twentieth entury, Lowenheim already gave a de ision pro edure for
the satis ability of rst-order senten es with only unary predi ates. Some
familiar fragments of rst-order logi are de ned by means of restri tions
of the quanti er pre x of formulas in prenex normal forms. Finite-variable
fragments of rst-order logi are yet another family of fragments whose omputational properties have been studied extensively, with de idability results
going ba k to the early 1960s [14℄, while the late 1990s saw detailed omplexity analysis of the two-variable fragment [9, 10, 12℄. Despite the fa t
that the omputational properties of prenex normal form and nite variable fragments have been (almost) ompletely investigated, these fragments
leave something to be desired: their meta-logi al properties are often poor,
and, in parti ular, they usually do not enjoy a de ent model theory that
helps us to understand their omputational properties. To over ome these
drawba ks, there are ongoing resear h e orts to identify fragments of rstorder logi that manage to ombine good omputational behavior with good
logi al properties.
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One su h e ort takes modal logi as its starting point. Through the standard or relational translation, modal languages may be viewed as fragments
of rst-order languages [3℄. Modal fragments are omputationally very wellbehaved; their satis ability and model he king problems are of reasonably
low omplexity, and they are so in a robust way [16, 8℄. The guarded fragment [1℄ was introdu ed as a generalization of the modal fragment, one
that retains the good omputational properties of modal fragments as mu h
as possible. On top of that, good omputational behavior of modal and
guarded fragments has been explained in terms of the tree model property.
In this paper we also sear h for well-behaved fragments of rst-order
logi by onsidering modal and modal-like languages, but we aim at a more
ne-grained analysis. We start by taking a omputationally well-behaved
logi that an be translated into rst-order logi , and try to generalize what
we believe to be the main features responsible for the good omputational
behavior. Instead of modal logi , however, our starting point is taken from
des ription logi . The des ription logi FL may be viewed as a restri tion
of the traditional modal language, where disjun tions are disallowed and the
diamond operator is severely onstrained. The restri tions built into FL
yield signi ant redu tions in omputational omplexity.
The aim of the paper is to provide a systemati exploration of the logi al
aspe ts of the restri tions built into FL . We de ne a family of modal
fragments inspired by FL , brie y survey the omputational omplexity of
their satis ability problems, and spend most of the paper on providing a
game-based hara terization of their expressive power.
2

Des ription Logi s and

FL

Des ription logi s have been proposed in knowledge representation to spe ify systems in whi h stru tured knowledge an be expressed and reasoned
with in a prin ipled way [2℄. They provide a logi al basis to the well-known
traditions of frame-based systems, semanti networks and KL-ONE-like languages, and now also for the semanti web. The main building blo ks of
languages of des ription logi are on epts and roles. The former are interpreted as subsets of a given domain, and the later as binary relations on
the domain. Des ription logi s di er in the onstru tions they admit for
building omplex on epts and roles.
Our starting point here is the logi FL [4℄; its language has universal
quanti ation, onjun tion and unquali ed existential quanti ation. That
is, the legal on epts are generated by the following rule: C ::= A j C u C j
2

8R:C j 9R:>, where A is an atomi on ept, and R is an atomi role. In

traditional modal logi notation, this produ tion rule would be written as
::= p j  ^  j [R℄ j hRi>, or dire tly  ::= p j  ^  j 2 j 3> when
onsidering only one role.
Interpretations for des ription logi s su h as FL are pairs I = (; I ),
where  is a non-empty set, and I is a mapping that takes on epts to
subsets of  and roles to subsets of   . In (uni-)modal notation, a
model is a tuple A = (W; R; V ) where W is a non-empty set, R is a binary
relation on W , and V is a fun tion assigning subsets of W to proposition
letters respe tively.
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Taking a Cue from

FL

The logi FL was arefully designed to ontrol two important sour es of
omputational omplexity: non-determinism and deep model exploration.
This aim shows up learly in the synta ti al onstrains imposed on the
language. The elimination of negation and disjun tion deals with nondeterminism (partial information annot be expressed), while the restri tion to unquali ed existential quanti ation redu es deep model exploration
to the bare minimum. As we will see in detail in Se tion 4 these design
de isions have a ru ial impa t on omputational omplexity, making satisability he king trivial and subsumption he king polynomially tra table.
In ontrast, standard modal logi s (allowing full Boolean expressivity
and quali ed existential quanti ation) have PSPACE- omplete satis ability problems, as they allow for the oding up of models that are exponential
in the size of the input formula [3℄. The fa t that restri tions on modal operators (the modal ounterparts of des ription logi 's quanti ers) produ e
omputationally well behaved languages has also been studied in the modal
logi ommunity. Spe i ally, bounding the depth of nesting of modal operators may bring the omplexity of the satis ability problem down in dramati
ways, espe ially if one restri ts the language further to having only nitely
many proposition letters (see [11℄).
Despite the onsiderable omputational impa t of restri ting non-determinism and existential quanti ation, a thorough analysis of its logi al aspe ts, and espe ially of the expressive power, has been missing so far. The
following de nitions allow us to apture not just FL but also a wide variety
of additional fragments. In it we take the Boolean restri tions as they o ur
in FL mostly for granted (but we do in lude >, ?), and fo us instead on
its modal restri tions in a systemati way.
3

First and as we saw above, des ription and modal languages en ode
two kinds of information: lo al information depending only on the urrent
node of evaluation, and non-lo al or relational information requiring model
exploration (in ontrolled ways).
De nition 1 (Lo al Formulas) A formula  is a lo al formula if it is in
the set of formulas LF generated by:  ::= > j ? j p j  ^  j 3>, where p
is a proposition letter.
Se ond, we generalize the notion of unquali ed existential quanti ation, by
allowing omplete ontrol on whi h quanti ers are permitted at ea h level
of nesting.
De nition 2 (Fragment of ML modulo f) Let X be either N or an initial segment f1; : : : ; kg of N . Let f : X ! f3; 2; 32g. The fragment of ML
modulo f (notation: MLf ) is de ned indu tively as
MLf = LF (the set of lo al formulas)
MLfn = the losure under taking onjun tions of (LF
[ f3 j  2 MLfn and f (n + 1) = 3g [
[ f2 j  2 MLfn and f (n + 1) = 2g [
[ f3; 2 j  2 MLfn and f (n + 1) = 32g):
The language MLf is de ned as MLf = Sn2X MLfn.
A few omments are in order. First, the de nition of our MLf -fragments
depends on the hoi e of LF, the set of lo al formulas; in Se tion 7 we will
vary this set.
Se ond, the fun tion f used in the de nition allows us to pre isely ontrol
the legal arguments of the modalities at ea h node of the onstru tion tree
of formulas in MLf . In this manner we are able to ut up the full modal
language in novel ways; the present de nition does not yet allow us to de ne
all of the standard modal language ML; see Se tion 7 for more on this.
Third, let f 2 : N ! f3; 2; 32g be su h that f (n) = 2 for all2n. Obviously, if we were to allow > and ? in FL , we would have MLf = FL .
Our de nition aptures FL in a very natural matter: the fun tion f 2 di tates that the modal box (and only the modal box) an have arguments of
arbitrary omplexity.
0
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Computational Aspe ts

In this se tion we provide a brief overview of the omputational aspe ts of
our MLf -fragments. First of all, re all that the satis ability problem for
the standard modal logi K is PSPACE- omplete. By going down to FL ,
that is, by disallowing disjun tion (as well as negation, > and ?) and by
restri ting to unquali ed existential quanti ation, the satis ability problem
be omes trivial as all formulas in FL are satis able. More interesting is
the fa t that de iding subsumption (given two formulas ; 2 FL de ide
whether  ! is a theorem) is solvable in polynomial time [5℄. We refer
the reader to [7℄ for further dis ussion on the omputational aspe ts of FL
and its extensions.
In [11℄, Halpern shows that niteness restri tions (both on number of
propositional symbols and on nesting of operators) also lowers the omplexity of the inferen e tasks. Satis ability of the basi modal logi K be omes
NP- omplete when we only allow nite nesting of modalities, and it drops
to linear time when we furthermore restri t the language to only a nite
number of propositional symbols.
These results an immediately be extended to the appropriate MLf
fragments. For example,2 the results for FL dire tly implies similar results
for the fragment MLf de ned above. The following two results are more
general, but also straightforward.
Theorem 3 Let f : X ! f3; 2; 3
2g, where X is an initial segment or
X = N . The problem of de iding whether a formula in MLf is satis able
is in o-NP.

For ea h MLf -fragment, we an redu e its satis ability problem to
the satis ability problem for the des ription logi ALE . ALE extends FL
by allowing atomi negation, >, ?, and quali ed existential quanti ation.
That is, its set of legal on epts is given by C ::= > j ? j :A j C u C j
8R:C j 9RC . The satis ability problem for ALE is known to be o-NPomplete [7℄.
a
Theorem 4 Let X be N or an initial segment of N , and let f : X !
f3; 2; 32g be su h that jfn j f (n) = 3 or f (n) = 32gj is nite. Assume
Proof.

that the set of lo al formulas LF is built using only nitely many proposition
letters. Then de iding if a formula in MLf is satis able an be done in
linear time.
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The proof follows the lines of the similar proof in [11℄. Let k be the
maximal n su h that f (n) = 3 of f (n) = 32. Given a formula  in MLf ,
de ne  by repla ing every 2-subformula of  that o urs at depth k + 1
or deeper by 2?. It is easy to see that  is satis able i  is. Hen e, we
only have to onsider the fragment with formulas of modal depth at most
k + 1. A straightforward indu tion shows that there are only nitely many
non-equivalent formulas in su h fragments. Using this, one an nd a xed
number of nite models su h that a formula is satis able i it is satis able
on one of these models. This an be he ked in time linear in the size of the
formula being he ked.
a

Proof.
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A Game-Based Chara terization

Our next aim is to obtain a pre ise semanti hara terization of the MLf fragments. Games are a exible and popular tool for obtaining results of
this kind; see e.g., [6℄ for an introdu tion at the textbook level. Given an
appropriate fun tion f we de ne a game Gf that pre isely hara terizes
MLf ; in Se tion 6 below we build on this to apture the expressive power
of our MLf -fragments.
De nition 5 Let A be a model, and let X and X 0 be two subsets of its
universe. We use A; X j=  to denote that A; w j= , for all w 2 X .
The hildren of w in A are those v su h that Rwv. We say that XR"X 0
i for every x in X there exists x0 in X 0 with xRx0. We say that XR#X 0
if for all x0 of X 0 there exists x in X with xRx0 (i.e., X 0 is a subset of the
hildren of X ).
Let A, B be models with domains Wa and Wb, respe tively, and let X  Wa ,
Y  Wb . Let f be su h that dom f = f1; : : : ; kg or dom f = N , and assume
n in the domain of f . We write Gf (A; X ; B; Y ; n) to denote the following
game. The game is played by two players, alled Di and Si, on relational
stru tures A and B (intuitively, Di is trying to proof that A and B are
di erent, while Si wants to show they are similar). A position in the game
Gf (A; X ; B; Y ; n) is given by a pair hX; Y i su h that X is a set of elements
in A and Y a set of elements in B; hX ; Y i is the initial position. During
the (i + 1)-th round, the urrent position hXi ; Yii will hange to the new
position hXi ; Yi i a ording to the following rules.
Rule 1 If f (n i) = 2 then Di has to hoose a set Yi  Wb su h that
Yi R" Yi , a ounter-move of Si onsists of hoosing a set Xi  Wa
su h that XiR"Xi .
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Rule 2 If f (n i) = 3 then Di has to hoose a set Xi+1  Wa su h that
Xi R# Xi+1 . Si has to answer by hoosing a set Yi+1  Wb su h that
Yi R# Yi+1 .
Rule 3 If f (n i) = 3
2 then Di an hoose any of the previous rules to play

by during this round.
The game ends on position hXi ; Yii when one of the following onditions
res:
Condition 1 There is a formula  2 LF, A; Xi j=  but B; Yi 6j= .
Condition 2 i < n and Si annot move.
Condition 3 i < n and Di annot move.
Condition 4 Both players have made n moves (i = n) and none of the
onditions above holds.
We say that Si wins the game if the game nishes be ause of onditions 3
or 4, otherwise Di wins. Two important hara teristi s of the de nition of
Gf are its dire tness (in the rules and in Condition 1), and in its use of sets,
instead of elements, to represent positions. We will see that they are ru ial
in the following example.
Example 6 To illustrate this de nition we will play Gf (A; fa g; B; fb g; 1)
with A and B as shown in the gure below for di erent values of f .
1
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Figure 1: Playing a game.
First take f (1) = 2, then Si has a winning strategy: Di has to move in B
with Y 0 = fb g. Si an hoose either fa g, fa g or fa ; a g, and win the
game. Note that all formulas 2 with  lo al that are satis ed in (A; a )
are satis ed in (B; b ). Now take f (1) = 3; this time Di has a winning
strategy: hoose fa g or fa g. In any of the two possibilities Si an only
hoose Y 0 = fb g and in both ases there is a lo al formula, namely p or q
su h that B; fb g 6j= p or B; fb g 6j= q, respe tively.
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The de nition of Gf has been spe ially tailored to the restri ted expressivity of the language MLf . We will now show that making the de nition
less tight would produ e an expressive power mismat h.
Suppose we weaken Condition 1 to make it symmetri , requiring that
there is a formula  2 LF su h that either A; Xi j=  but B; Yi 6j= ; or
B; Yi j=  but A; Xi 6j= . Under this de nition Di has a winning strategy
for Gf (A; fa g; B; fb g; k) for any f and k. This would be the ase, in
general, whenever two states disagree on formulas in LF they make true.
But this would be equivalent to allow atomi negation in LF! Under the
new de nition, the game Gf would be too dis riminating for the expressive
power of MLf . More generally, making Rules 1 to 3 symmetri would
orrespond to allowing full negation.
In a similar way, restri ting positions to singleton sets (or equivalently,
elements in the domain) the game would be sensible to disjun tions, allowing
Di to de ne a winning strategy on two models that only di er on disjun tive
statements.
Games provide a me hanism to identify di eren es between two models.
Su h di eren es may also be aptured by formulas (in some language) that
are true in one model but not in the other. The following theorem relates
these two ideas for Gf -games and MLf -equivalen e.
Theorem 7 Fix k and n su h that k  n > 0, and let f : f1; : : : ; kg !
1

1

f3; 2; 32g be given.

1. Si has a winning strategy for the game Gf (A; X; B; Y; n) i for every
formula  2 MLfn , if A; X j=  then B; Y j= .
2. Di has a winning strategy for the game Gf (A; X; B; Y; n) i there is a
formula  2 MLfn , su h that A; X j=  and B; Y 6j= .

()) We will prove this dire tion using indu tion on n  k. We
only dis uss the indu tion step.
Assume that Si has a winning strategy for the game Gf (A; X; B; Y; 0).
The theorem says that all the formulas in LF that are satis ed in all the
elements of X have to be satis ed in all the elements of Y . As Si has
a winning strategy, Cond. 3 or Cond. 4 should hold. Cond. 3 does not
apply and hen e Cond. 4 ensures the needed ondition.
Assume that the
result holds for Gf (A; X; B; Y; n). Let  in MLfn su h that A; X j= .
We rst onsider the ase f (n + 1) = 3. Let  2 MLfn be a formula
su h that A; X j= . If  is a formula in LF the truth of  in B is given

Proof. 1.

+1

+1
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by Rule 1. If  is a onjun tion  ^  , we an use a se ond indu tive
argument (on the number of ^-signs) to establish the laim. Next,  may
be of the form 3 with  2 MLfn. Sin e A; X j= 3 , we have that every
element x 2 X has an R- hild x0 su h that A; x0 j=  . Let us play with
Di hoosing X 0 = fx0 j A; x0 j=  g. Sin e Si has a winning strategy for
Gf (A; X; B; Y; n +1), he will ounter-play with a set Y 0 su h that Y R" Y 0 and
will still have a winning strategy for Gf (A; X; B; Y; n). Using the indu tion
hypothesis we have that B; Y 0 j=  sin e A; X 0 j=  . Hen e, B; Y j= .
Suppose f (n +1) = 2. Di has to move in B. Suppose that  = 2 and
B; Y 6j= . Then there is a set Y 0 su h that Y R"Y 0 and B; Y 0 6j=  . Let this
Y 0 be the set hosen by Di.
Sin e Si has a wining strategy it will hoose a set X 0 su h that XR"X 0 .
X 0 will be su h that B; X 0 j= 
Si has a winning strategy for the game Gf (A; X 0 ; B ; Y 0 ; n), using this
and indu tive hypothesis we an on lude that X 0 and Y 0 do satis ed the
same set of formulas, a ontradi tion.
The f (n + 1) = 32 ase redu es to one of the two ases above.
(() Assume that for every  2 MLfn A; X j=  implies B; Y; j= . We have
to de ne a winning strategy for Si when he plays the game Gf (A; X; B; Y; n).
The proof is by indu tion on n.
For n = 0 we need to he k that Gf (A; X; B; Y; 0) starts with a winning
position for Si. This is true be ause by hypothesis we have that formulas
in LF valid in X are also valid in Y .
Assume the theorem is true for n. Suppose that f (n + 1) = 3 and that
Di has hosen a set X 0 su h that XR# X 0 . Let  = f 2 MLfn j A; X 0 j= g.
Let Si hoose a set Y 0 su h that Y R#Y 0 and B; Y 0 j= . The existen e of
su h a set is given by hypothesis. After this move all the formulas in MLfn
satis ed in X 0 are also satis ed in Y 0, and by indu tion Si an omplete
the strategy. For f (n + 1) = 2, Di has to move in B. Let us suppose that
Di has hosen a set Y 0 . De ne  as before. Let X 0 be a set of elements in
A su h that A; X 0 j= . X 0 will be the move of Si, again using indu tion
hypothesis we have the omplete strategy.
The f (n + 1) = 32 ase redu es to one of the two ases above.
2. ()) The left-to-right impli ation is similar to item 1, left-to-right. To
prove the right-to-left impli ation one an build the required strategy for Di
by indu tion on the size of the formula .
If the formula is an atomi proposition letter then Si wins immediately
be ause of Rule 1. For the indu tive ase, we should de ide the move for Di
in the urrent position and the indu tion hypothesis will provide the rest of
1
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the winning strategy. Sin e B; Y 6j= , there is an element w0 2 Y su h that
B; w0 6j= . Suppose that  = 2 , sin e B; w0 6j= 2 implies that there
is w0 su h that w0 Rw0 and B; w0 6j=  . Following the rules of the game,
Di has to move in B : Di has to hoose any subset of the neighbors of Y
su h that w is in luded. Suppose that  = 3 , then there exists a set
Y R# Y 0 su h that B; Y 0 6j=  . By indu tive hypothesis, Di has a winning
strategy for the game Gf (A; X 0 ; B; Y 0; n). Y 0 as a rst move together with
the previous strategy, gives Di the omplete strategy.
a
Corollary 8 For every game Gf (A; X; B; Y; n) either Di or Si has a winning strategy, i.e., the game Gf (A; X; B; Y; n) is deterministi .
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The Expressive Power of

MLf

Van Benthem [15℄ proved the following preservation result: a lass of models
de ned by a rst-order senten e is losed under bisimulations i it an be
de ned by a modal formula. Rosen [13℄ proved that this result remains true
over the lass F of nite stru tures. Below we prove that this theorem will
remain true for a new relation based on games over F . Our proof follows
the stru ture of Rosen's proof.
For the formulation of our results it is onvenient to work with so- alled
pointed models (A; A ); these are models with a distinguished element.
De nition 9 Let A and B two models with distinguished elements A and
B respe tively. We write A n B to denote that Si has winning strateG
gies for both games Gf (A; f A g; B; f B g; n) and Gf (B; f B g; A; f A g; n). We
write A 1G B to denote that Si has winning strategies for the orresponding in nite games.
The rst key theorem in Rosen's paper is the following.
f

f

Theorem 10 (Rosen [13℄) Let C be any lass of models (ea h model A
with a distinguished node A ), losed under isomorphism. Let C 0 be any
sub lass of C , also losed under isomorphism. Then for all n, the following
onditions are equivalent:
1. For all A 2 C 0 , B 2 C C 0 , A 6n B.
2. There is a modal formula of quanti er rank  n that de nes C 0 over C

We extend this theorem to be able to ope with our restri ted fragments.
10

Theorem 11 Let C be any lass of models (ea h model A with a distinguished node A ), losed under isomorphism. Let C 0 be a subset of C also
losed under isomorphism. For every n, let Mn be the biggest subset of MLfn
su h that all the formulas in Mn are satis ed in A by all the models A in
C 0 . If Mn 6= ; then the following onditions are equivalent:
1. For all A 2 C 0 , B 2 C C 0 , A 6nGf B.
2. There is a formula  in Mn su h that  de nes C 0 over C .

Observe the following relations between the two theorems. The set MLfn
in Rosen's theorem is given by all modal formulas in whi h the maximal
number of nested modal operators is at most n. The set Mn (of formulas
satis ed in all elements of C 0 ) is never empty: the set of modal formulas
ontaining at most n nested modal operators is logi ally nite, and every
model in C 0 will satisfy  or : for  with modal depth less or equal than n.
Form the disjun tion of one su h formula  per model in C , and this formula
will be true in all the elements of C 0 .
Proof of Theorem 11. (1 ) 2) Suppose that Mn 6= ; and suppose that for
all A 2 C 0, B 2 C C 0 , A 6nG B. By Theorem 7 this implies that for all
A 2 C 0, B 2 C C 0, there is a formula  in Mn su h that A; A j=V but
B; B 6j= . Let A be any model in C 0, we de ne A by putting A = f 2
MLfn j A j=  and B 6j=  with B 2 C C 0 g. Note that sin e MLfn is nite,
A is a nite onjun tion. Note also that A belongs to MLfn and that it
is satis ed by all the models in C (it belongs to Mn) but not by any model
in C 0 . Hen e A is the needed de nition.
(2 ) 1) Suppose that Mn 6= ; and that there is a formula  in Mn su h
that  de nes C 0 over C . By Theorem 7, Di will have a winning strategy for
the appropriate games and for all A 2 C 0, B 2 C C 0 , it will be true that
A 6nG B.
a
We need some further terminology. Given a model A and a node w in A,
we say that w is a des endant of v if wRv, where R is the transitive
losure of R. The family of w in A, written FAw is the submodel of A
with universe fwg [ fv j v is a des endant of wg. We say that w and v are
disjoint i FAw \ FAv = ;. The r-neighborhood of a node w, denoted Nr (w),
is de ned indu tively. N (w), is the submodel of A with universe fwg. For
all r + 1, v 2 Nr (w) i v 2 Nr (w) or there is a w0 2 Nr (w) su h that
A j= Rw0v _ Rvw0 . An r-tree is a dire ted tree rooted at u of height  r.
An r-pseudotree is a model su h that Nr (u) is a tree su h that all distin t
f
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pairs of its leaves are disjoint, as de ned above. As is standard, = denotes
isomorphism.
Proposition 12 Let (A; A ) and (B; B ) be two models su h that (A; A ) nG
(B; B ). Then there are n-pseudotrees (A0; A ) and (B0; B ) su h that (A; A )
B
A 
B 1 0 B
0 A
1
G (A ; ), (B; ) G (B ; ) and Nn( ) = Nn ( ).
Proof. We will spe ify an algorithm that transforms the two pointed models
into models with isomorphi n-neighborhoods. After ea h step s, s  n,
we have models (As; As ) and (Bs; Bs ) su h that (A; A ) 1G (As; As ) and
(B; B ) 1G (Bs; Bs ) and A and B have isomorphi s neighborhoods. At
ea h step s + 1, As (resp Bs ) is obtained from As (Bs) by adding or
removing opies of families of nodes of distan e s + 1 from their root.
Let fa ; : : : ; al ; b ; : : : ; bm g be the set of hildren of A and B . We will
build the models using the two following rules: If f (n) = 2 then for onstru ting A and B we just hoose one ai and bj and drop all the the remaining hildren. We will rede ned the set of lo al formulas satis ed in ai and bj
as the lo al formulas that are ommon to all states fa ; : : : ; al ; b ; : : : ; bm g.
All the formulas in MLfn will either start with a box or will be lo al
formula. If a formula  = 2 is satis ed in A then  will be satis ed in
all hildren of A parti ularly inn ai hen e  will be satis ed in A .
If f (n) = 3 The relation G indu es an equivalen e lasses on the set
fa ; : : : ; al ; b ; : : : ; bm g. Note that ea h equivalen e lass does not ne essarily
have a member in ea h A and B. An example of su h a on guration is as
in (a) below:
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To obtain A and B with isomorphi 1-neighborhoods of su h that A G
A we have to do two things. First we should add enough opies of families of
the hildren ai and bj su h that ea h equivalen e lass has an equal number
of members in A and in B . Se ond, if an element d is not related by Gn
to an element in the opposite model, we just drop its family.
We should now verify that we are not throwing away some states that
provide the only way to satisfy a ertain formula. Suppose for ontradi tion
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1

1

f
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that this is the ase: there is a state bi and a formula  su h that B ; bj j= 
(hen e B; B j= 3) and bj is the only hild of B that satis es this formula.
Sin e A; A nj= 3 there is a hild ai of A su h that A; ai j= . By hypothesis
ai is not G -related to bj , meaning that there is a formula  su h that
A; ai j=  but B; bj 6j=  . As  ^  2 MLf there is another hildren of B
that satis es , a ontradi tion. The f (n + 1) = 32 ase redu es to one of
the two ases above. Next step on the algorithm is to move to ea h of the
elements in the isomorphi neighborhoods and apply the same s hema for
ea h pair of nodes related by the isomorphism.
The models As and Bs onstru ted during the proof will be both isomorphi and 1G -related to A and B respe tively as needed.
a
Before we an formulate our main expressiveness result, we need one more
auxiliary result, due to Rosen. In formulating it, we write A n B to denote
that A and B satisfy the same rst-order senten es with at most n nested
quanti ers.
Theorem 13 (Rosen [13℄) Let A and B be (2H (n))-pseudotrees su h that
NH n ( A ) 
= NH n ( B ), where H (x) is the Hanf fun tion. Then there are
1

f

1

1

1

1

1

f

( )

( )

0
1 0
0 n 0
A0 and B0 su h that A 1
Gf A , B Gf B , and A  B .
A tually, Rosen used  (bisimulation) in his theorem instead of 1Gf , but if
two models are related by  they will be related by 1Gf .
Theorem 14 Let C be a lass of nite pointed models and C 0 be a sub lass
of C su h that the set of formulas   MLf that are satis ed in all the
models in C 0 is non-empty. Let C 0 be de ned by a rst order formula . If
f
0
C 0 is losed under 1
Gf then C is de nable by a formula in ML .

Proof. Suppose that C 0 is de ned by a rst-order senten e and losed under
f . We want to prove that for
1
Gf but not de nable by a formulaAin ML
all n there are pointed models (A; ) 2 C 0 and (B; B ) 2 C C 0 su h that
(A; A ) n (B; B ) whi h would ontradi t the hypothesis. For any n 2
N , Theorem 11 says that for H (n) there are models (A0 ; A ) and (B0 ; A )
su h that (A0 ; A ) GHf(n) (B0; A ). Proposition 12 lets us onstru t models
su h that (A00 ; A ) 1Gf (B00 ; A ), and NH (n)( A ) = NH (n) ( B ). Finally,
we apply Theorem 13 to obtain the needed (A; A ) and (B; B ) and the
0

0

0

0

00

00

00

ontradi tion.

00

a
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Extensions

In this se tion we dis uss some possible extensions of MLf for whi h Theorem 14 still holds. Su h extensions involve two main issues: modifying MLf
and nding the orresponding game.
First of all, we an easily ater for atomi negations, simply by expanding the de nition of lo al formulas to also in lude negations of proposition
letters. In this ase the game de nition is not a e ted.
Next, adding disjun tions is straightforward. The new fragment MLf (_)
will be given by: MLf (_) = LF, MLfn (_) = the losure under ^
and _ of (LF [ f3 j  2 MLfn(_) and f (n + 1) = 3g [ f2 j  2
MLfn(_) and f (n + 1) = 2g [ f3; 2 j  2 MLfn(_) and f (n + 1) = 32g).
Di and Si will have to play using singletons. In other words, the rst designated position in ea h model will be a singleton and both Di and Si have
to hoose singletons in following moves. Note that on e we have added the
usual onne tives and modal operators, 1G is equivalent to bisimulation
and Theorem 10 is a tually equivalent to Theorem 11.
Another obvious extension is to go multi-modal; this an be done in
many di erent ways. The obvious one is to repla e 2 with [Ri℄ in ea h of
the produ tion rules in De nition 2. This method will not ontrol the modal
depth at whi h a parti ular relation is used. Alternatively, we an let our
fun tions f hoose whi h subset of modal operators is to be onsidered legal
at ea h level in the de nition of MLf . Our main omplexity, hara terization, and expressiveness results hold for both ways of going multi-modal.
Finally, we an go a step further and allow unquali ed number restri tions. These are formulas of the form 3n> that are true in a state w i
there are w , . .., wk with k  n su h that wRw , . .. , wRwk . Unquali ed
number restri tions are still very lo al, and be ause of that it is easy to
extend our setup to deal with them: we an simply add them to the set
of lo al formulas, and our hara terization and expressiveness results will
ontinue to hold.
0
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f
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Con lusions and Future Work

We have introdu ed a novel me hanism for de omposing modal logi into
fragments. Ea h of these fragments an be spe i ed in a very ne-grained
manner, and for ea h of them we have de ned a notion of game that allows
us to hara terize the fragment's expressive power. We have also provided
uniform upper bounds for the omplexity of the satis ability problem for
14

ea h fragment. Our games provide a natural tool to understand the fragments and the onstru tors they admit.
The rst natural next step is to extend our fragment so as to also apture more expressive modal logi s, espe ially ones with unquali ed number
restri tions. We also aim to further explore how these fragments behave
omputationally: not only by given better upper bounds for the omplexity of the satis ability problem, but also by onsidering di erent reasoning
tasks, for example model he king.
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